
 
 

BPS Fall WIN (What I Need) Night 
Thursday, September 26, 2019 from 5:30 to 6:30p.m. 

 

 

MINUTES 
 From 5: 00 to 5:30 – PTO had a meeting in the cafeteria. There were 

many parents here beginning at 5:00 to attend the meeting and 
were eager to go to their student’s classroom. 

 5:30-6:00- The parents went to their student classroom to review 
their students test scores, watch the teacher’s class specific 
power point presentation on where each student was on the 
classroom graph. The parents were also given a folder for their 
student containing their testing report, the graphs that were 
shown on the presentation, packets of information about testing, 
resources, and other important information. They were also given 
a compact, a compact cover sheet, a WIN Night commitment that 
they were committed to helping their student learn and grow to 
their best abilities this school year, and a goal sheet. The goal sheets 
were given so parents could see and to see where their child was at 
during the fall testing, where their January goal and end of the 
year goal was. Each parent filled in their students score and set a 
goal for the next WIN Night. 

 Each teacher presented their classroom graphs, answered 
questions that the parents had and also explained the compact 
that was in the folders. They explained that the students, teachers, 
and parents submitted their input to create the 2019-2020 BPS 



compacts and that each parent needed to sign the compact 
cover sheet and leave them with the teachers. 

 The teachers collected the goal sheets, the compact cover sheets, 
and the feedback forms. 

 6:00- 6:30- Mr. Rhodes and staff welcomed families into the 
cafeteria to feed them after the meeting. They were feed pizza, 
chips, and cupcakes. 

 There was an amazing turn out for our very first WIN Night and 
great comments thanking everyone for their hard work. 

 


